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San Mateo JACL is dedicated to promoting the historical and cultural understanding of the 

Japanese American experience and to protecting and advancing the human and civil rights of our 

multi-ethnic society through educational and community programs. 

 

Articles must be submitted before the first Friday (one month prior to publication) and in electronic format [Microsoft WORD, New 
York font] to katemotoyama@sanbrunocable.com 

 

IT’S THE YEAR OF THE RAT! 

 

 
 

The new year, in Japanese culture, is celebrated by a mochi-tsuki. and was observed on January 1st. 
The Year of the Rat is part of the lunar cycle, and begins on February 7th. 

 

COMMON MISBELIEFS ABOUT LT. WATADA’S POSITION 

 
The following are from a workshop that was held at the Tri-District Conference.  As they pertain to civil 
liberties in the Watada case, we’ll be publishing them for your information. 
 
“Lt. Watada is a coward.” 
 
Lt. Watada was offered a position within the unit’s headquarters, a position described as one that would not 
require him to “leave the wire” or carry a weapon.  It was considered safe and out of harm’s way.  Lt. Watada 
turned down the position because he never claimed to be a pacifist or afraid of direct combat.  His refusal to 
deploy to Iraq is based on his belief that participation in any manner in a criminal war would be equal to 



aiding and abetting a crime.  On two occasions Lt. Watada offered to deploy to Afghanistan, which is a 
dangerous combat zone, but the offers were refused. 
 
“You can’t pick and choose wars.” 
 
Lt. Watada is not picking or choosing anything.  It is the obligation of every service member who swears an 
oath to protect and defend the Constitution to refuse an order hhat violates the law and is a crime against the 
peace.  Every American citizen would surely not expect all members of the armed forces to participate in an 
illegal war, even one ordered by the President.  This is based on the Nuremberg Principles, which were 
enacted after World War II.  If German and Japanese soldiers had the obligation to refuse participation in the 
invasions of China, Korea, the Philippines, Poland, Russia, Czech Republic, France, etc., WWII may have 
been a lot different. 
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